Ligon, Mary Louise. Papers, 1906–1925. 7 items. Collector. A manuscript (n.d.) describing a saloon fight; a typescript (n.d.) entitled “Fundamental Principles of Plant Breeding,” by Isaac Renfro; newspaper clippings (1925); and a permit (1906) issued to Elkins, Webster, and Bayleas to sell insurance in Indian Territory.

Box L-3
Folder:
1. Manuscript -- "A Fatal Tragedy"; an account of a saloon fight.
   "Fundamental Principles of Plant Breeding": Isaac Renfro's views on horticulture.

2. The Oklahoma Extension News, Vol. 7, no. 3, December 1925, Stillwater, OK.

Certificates and Diplomas Collection:
A 1906 permit issued to Elkins, Webster and Bayleas to sell insurance in Indian Territory.